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ABSTRACT: The recently developed multiple structures from
one crystal (MSOX) serial crystallography method can be used to
provide multiple snapshots of the progress of enzymatic reactions
taking place within a protein crystal. Such MSOX snapshots can be
used as a reference for combined quantum mechanical/molecular
mechanical (QM/MM) simulations of enzyme reactivity within the
crystal. QM/MM calculations are used to identify details of
reference states that cannot be directly observed by X-ray
diffraction experiments, such as protonation and oxidation states.
These reference states are then used as known fixed endpoints for
the modeling of reaction paths. We investigate the mechanism of
nitrite reduction in an Achromobacter cycloclastes copper nitrite
reductase crystal using MSOX-guided QM/MM calculations,
identifying the change in nitrite binding orientation with a change in copper oxidation state, and determining the reaction path
to the final NO-bound MSOX structure. The results are compared with QM/MM simulations performed in a solvated environment.
1. INTRODUCTION
Macromolecular crystal structures are usually obtained as
single, static structures from one or more crystals, representing
the average structure over the time duration of the experiment
and over the X-ray exposed region of the crystal. Variable
functional states of a protein or enzyme, such as its redox or
ligand-bound states and the conformational changes associated
with them, are typically analyzed by comparison of structures
obtained from different crystals under sometimes differing
experimental conditions.
The multiple structures from one crystal (MSOX) approach
differs from “standard” crystallographic methods in that a series
(tens to hundreds) of complete X-ray diffraction data sets are
measured consecutively from the same volume of just one
protein crystal.1,2 Each exposure of the crystal to the X-ray
beam produces a large number of solvated photoelectrons3
from radiolysis of water molecules within the crystal, thus
providing a source of reducing power to initiate catalytic
reactions or other changes in the crystalline enzyme. In this
manner, subsequent data sets from the dose series represent
later stages of redox-driven reactions.
By solving a series of structures from these data sets, a
structural “catalytic movie” is generated, so that a reaction
mechanism or conformational change occurring in the crystal
is obtained and is followed “in crystallo”.1,4 Metal redox states
cannot be identified unambiguously from X-ray structures
alone, and in situ single-crystal spectroscopy (e.g., UV−vis
and/or resonance Raman)5−7 can be interleaved with MSOX
data collection where appropriate, to aid identification of the
redox and ligand-bound states before and after exposure to X-
rays during the series. A schematic of the MSOX approach is
shown in Figure 1. Recent developments in beamline and X-
ray detector technologies8 and software, along with cluster-
computing resources to autoprocess high-throughput data,
have made the MSOX method practicable within a reasonable
amount of experimental time. For example, a complete
diffraction data set can now be collected using <1 s per
complete data set, so that a 100 data set series can be collected
in ∼15 min (allowing for instrumental deadtime). Low X-ray
doses should be used to enable extended MSOX series to be
collected before a loss of diffracting power and resolution
through radiation damage becomes prohibitive. This approach
relies on site-specific (e.g., redox) changes to the enzyme at the
metal-containing active sites occurring at far lower absorbed X-
ray doses than those which cause “global” radiation damage
such as loss of diffracting power.9−11 For example, we recently
collected a series of 75 data sets (resolution 1.08−1.84 Å) at
190 K from one crystal of Achromobacter cycloclastes copper
nitrite reductase (AcNiR) and a series of 20 data sets
(resolution 1.4−1.9 Å) at room temperaturea from a similar
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crystal.12 Very recent data has extended this method to
microcrystals at room temperature.2
The reactivity of complex chemical systems such as enzymes
can be simulated using hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular
mechanical (QM/MM) modeling. In a QM/MM calculation
of an enzyme, the active site is modeled using an electronic
structure method such as density functional theory (DFT) to
correctly describe the chemical reaction that takes place there.
For the surrounding environment, which does not directly
participate in the reaction but may influence it indirectly, it is
sufficient to use a classical molecular mechanical force field.
The QM/MM approach ensures that computational resources
are used efficiently by limiting the size of the QM calculation
while retaining the higher accuracy of the QM description
where it is needed and has been applied to a wide range of
biomolecular systems.13
QM/MM calculations of enzymes are typically set up based
on a single initial structure derived by macromolecular
crystallography, to which missing elements such as hydrogen
atoms, unobserved amino acid side chains, and protonation
states are added.14 The whole system is then solvated and
equilibrated using classical molecular dynamics (MD) to
represent the natural environment. Once equilibrated, several
“snapshots” are taken from the MD trajectory and optimized at
the QM/MM level,15 which can be used as a starting point for
exploring reaction mechanisms, calculating transition-state
barriers, and so on. In this paper, we describe how the
additional information provided by MSOX crystallography can
be used to guide QM/MM simulations to form a complete
picture of a redox reaction taking place in a crystal. Each
structure in the conceptual MSOX series depicted in Figure 1
is a potential experimentally validated starting point for QM/
MM calculations. QM/MM can be used to determine how the
system evolves from one MSOX structure to the next,
including analysis of preferred oxidation and protonation
states at each point and reaction paths between them. QM/
MM can further be used to simulate the equivalent reaction in
a solvated environment (snapshots taken from the MD
trajectory initiated from MSOX structures) to determine the
enzyme’s behavior in nature and how well the reaction that
takes place in the crystal corresponds to this. Furthermore,
QM/MM can provide key insights into the challenging
problem of how best to interpret and model experimentally
derived electron density maps.
We perform MSOX-guided QM/MM simulations for the
case of a two-domain copper nitrite reductase (CuNiR) from
A. cycloclastes (AcNiR). CuNiRs are enzymes occurring in a
wide range of denitrifying bacteria and fungi and they perform
a vital role in the denitrification pathway of the nitrogen
cycle.16 Denitrification is a process critical for regulating the
amount of biological nitrogen in the soil and in returning fixed
nitrogen gas to the atmosphere. This is realized through the
enzymatic reduction of nitrate or nitrite to the nitrogen gas
product via nitric oxide and nitrous oxide intermediates.17 The
first irreversible reaction that commits the organism to
generation of the final product is the reduction of nitrite to
nitric oxide (NO2
− + e− + 2H+ → NO + H2O), a reaction
performed by either Fe-containing cytochrome cd1 NiRs,
pentaheme or octaheme NiRs, or by CuNiRs.18
The functional core of CuNiRs consists of two different Cu
sites: the T1Cu site is responsible for accepting an electron
from an external redox partner and transferring it to the second
T2Cu site via the Cys-His bridge (Figure 2). The T2Cu site is
the catalytic site where NO2
− binds and reduction occurs. The
properties of CuNiRs have been extensively studied, and
structural insights into enzyme function and the catalytic
mechanism have recently been reviewed.18 Two non-Cu
coordinating residues have been implicated in proton transfer
around the T2Cu pocket with an additional hydrophobic
residue involved in substrate specificity. In AcNiR, these are
residues Asp98 and His255, referred to hereafter as AspCAT and
HisCAT, and Ile257.
Several DFT studies have previously been carried out to
understand the mechanism of nitrite reduction in CuNiRs in
Figure 1. Multiframe “structural movie” using multiple structures from one protein crystal (MSOX). X-rays generate electrons within protein
crystals that will migrate to redox centers and initiate and drive enzyme catalytic cycles (controlled radiolysis), from the initial state (E + S) to the
final state (E + P) via intermediate states (E-I1, E-I2, etc.); each of which is structurally characterized at atomic to high resolution. Enzyme states
generated in this way are representative of those in vivo, where the electrons that drive reactions are provided by biological electron transfer. Crystal
spectroscopies are used to help unambiguously assign the serial structures to relevant states of the enzyme mechanism.
Figure 2. T1Cu and T2Cu sites and surrounding residues in A.
cycloclastes nitrite reductase.
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an attempt to corroborate experimental observations. There
have been several proposals related to an orientation change of
nitrite from O-bound to N-bound on reduction, modulation of
nitrite binding and reduction depending on the protonation
state of AspCAT and HisCAT, and the ordering of reduction of
Cu(II) at the T2Cu site vs proton transfer.19−22 Lintuluoto
and Lintuluoto further extended their DFT studies to hybrid
QM/MM including both T1Cu and T2Cu sites to study
protonation effects on intraelectron transfer in NiR from
Geobacillus thermodenitrificans23 (GtNiR). They concluded that
interprotein electron transfer to T1Cu is independent of nitrite
binding; however, intraelectron transfer required protonation
of His244 (equivalent to HisCAT) that corroborated photolysis
experiments implying pH dependence of the reduction
potential of the T2Cu site. Additionally, their calculations
revealed that nitrite reduction involves proton transfer from
His244 to Asp98 via the water bridging these residues, and the
protonation of these residues in turn is controlled by the
proton pool, a cluster of three water molecules, near His244.
This proton pool in GtNiR is created by the presence of
Val249 that blocks the second solvent channel common in
CuNiRs that links HisCAT to bulk solvent.
24,25 A recent neutron
crystallography structure of AcNiR in its resting state26
suggests different protonation states (deprotonated AspCAT
and HisCAT) for these catalytic residues, and hence, a complete
understanding of the nitrite reduction mechanism remains
elusive.
In Section 2, we summarize the experimental MSOX data
that is used to guide QM/MM simulations in the crystal. The
computational details of QM/MM simulations are provided in
Section 3 as applied to the mechanism of nitrite reduction at
the T2Cu catalytic site in AcNiR. In Section 4, we present the
results of QM/MM simulations in both the crystal and
solvated environments and compare the two types of
simulations in Section 5.
2. MSOX REFERENCE DATA
The starting point for MSOX-guided QM/MM simulations is a
measurement of the experimental MSOX data. The exper-
imental methodology to achieve this has been previously
described in detail1,12 and is only summarized briefly here and
in Figure 1. A low-dose X-ray crystallographic data set is
measured from a single suitably mounted crystal maintained at
a selected temperature (e.g., 100, 190 K, or at ambient
temperature). Previous work has shown that the response of
the enzyme in crystallo to X-ray-induced redox changes is
greater with elevated temperatures as greater dynamic freedom
is present, although this must be balanced against a faster
progression of global radiation damage and loss of diffracting
power as the temperature increases.12 The conditions of the
initial data set collection should be chosen such that sufficient
resolution is achieved to provide an accurate structure of the
active site while minimizing the X-ray-induced changes from
the “pristine” starting structure. A series of further data sets are
measured, with the option of interleaving spectroscopic data
collection from the crystal to monitor (where a suitable
chromophore is present) the progress of the enzymatic
reaction. It is often useful to increase the X-ray dose per
data set later in the MSOX series to compensate for the loss of
diffraction power through global radiation damage. The MSOX
experiment is generally ended when the resolution of the data
sets being produced falls below that required to effectively
model the active site (which is crystal/enzyme dependent, but
typically ca. 2 Å depending on which structural features related
to the mechanism are to be resolved). The MSOX data sets are
then processed in a consistent manner, and the structures
refined appropriately.
The MSOX data for this study were taken from the series
measured at 190 K.12 The starting structure of the series (data
set 1) represents a very low dose, close to the intact structure
of the Cu(II)−nitrite enzyme-substrate complex. Subsequent
frames capture the conversion of nitrite to the product NO in a
side-on binding geometry, followed by dissociation of NO
from the active site and rebinding of water to re-form the
T2Cu−H2O resting state. A total of 75 data sets were
measured from the same crystal, with the resolution varying
from 1.08 Å in data set 1 to 1.84 Å in data set 75.
The intermediates observed along the series are summarized
in Figure 3 and distinctly show a dose-dependent orientation
change of NO2
− in the active site and its reduction to the
reaction product NO. The first intermediate (Figure 3A)
corresponding to the first data set (ds1) shows a top-hat
orientation of nitrite bound to T2Cu, followed by switching to
a side-on NO2
− orientation (Figure 3B) in the second data set
(ds2). In situ spectroscopic measurements taken during the
MSOX experiment12 indicated that the T1Cu site is largely
reduced by ds2 and almost fully reduced in data set four (ds4),
which still corresponds to a side-on NO2
−-bound T2Cu
species. These states are followed by observation of a mixture
of NO2
− and NO and then by the complete formation of the
side-on NO product (Figure 3C) complex by data set 18
(ds18). Next to follow after a prolonged dose lag (to ds50) is a
replacement of NO with water, taking the enzyme back to its
resting T2Cu-OH2 state. Both the MSOX data and our
previous DFT calculations27 indicate that the two orientations
of nitrite at the T2Cu site are related to the oxidation states of
T2Cu. As it is not straightforward to assign the redox state of
the metal and protonation of the catalytic residues from the
Figure 3. Three intermediate T2Cu ligand-bound structures selected for QM/MM from the experimental MSOX series measured from the same
AcNiR crystal at 190 K. These are (A) top-hat ds1 (PDB 5OF5) and (B) side-on ds2 (PDB 5OF6) orientations of NO2
− and (C) the product side-
on NO in ds18 (PDB 5OF8). The 2Fo-Fc electron density maps are contoured at 0.57, 0.55, and 0.42 electrons/Å3, respectively.
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electron density maps, here we combine them with QM/MM
calculations on these MSOX structures to produce a complete
description of the reduction pathway catalyzed by CuNiR.
3. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
3.1. QM/MM Modeling of Crystal Reactivity Based on
MSOX Structures. We have performed QM/MM simulations
to model the mechanism of nitrite reduction as it takes place in
the crystal, using experimentally observed protein geometries.
The aim of this is to establish a direct correspondence to
MSOX experimental structures, such that QM/MM calcu-
lations can supply experimentally inaccessible information,
such as protonation and oxidation states, and explore reaction
paths between the observed MSOX structures, thus giving a
complete picture of reactivity in the crystal.
Three observed intermediate crystal structures in the AcNiR
mechanism were selected from the 190 K MSOX data series:12
two distinct NO2
− intermediates (top-hat and side-on binding
modes to T2Cu), and the product T2Cu−NO complexb. The
structures were prepared for simulations by removing all
double occupancy mainchain and side-chain atoms and partial
water molecules, keeping those with greater fractional
occupancy or lower B-factors. The homotrimeric biological
unit was generated from the clean version by applying
symmetry operations to the single AcNiR monomer of the
crystallographic asymmetric unit. Note that to limit the overall
computational expense of the calculation, we have not
modeled the packing of the homotrimeric unit and so longer
range interprotein interactions are omitted; we do not however
expect that this approximation will significantly affect the
detailed behavior of the reaction at the active site. The
protonation states of the titratable residues were adjusted to be
consistent with pH 5, the pH condition for crystallization of
AcNiR, using the propKa module28,29 of the PDB2PQR suite
of programs,30 followed by visual inspection of the local side-
chain environments. Once the pH was set, the PDB2PQR suite
of programs was used to add hydrogen atoms as appropriate to
the protein. All ionizable residues were in their standard
protonation states, with histidine residues either singly
protonated at Nδ (26, 100, 135, 306) or Nϵ (95, 145, 260)
or doubly protonated (28, 60, 76, 217, 231, 245, 319), except
for AspCAT and HisCAT whose protonation states were varied as
discussed below. Previous work from Ghosh et al.31 supports
protonation of both AspCAT and HisCAT at pH 5.0, and we
focus on this state in this manuscript, which we refer to as
Asp98p-Hsp. Recent neutron crystallography results, however,
indicate that the resting state of AcNiR is deprotonated (at pD
5.4) at both AspCAT and HisCAT.
26 The authors proposed that
after binding of nitrite, AspCAT becomes protonated by proton
transfer from the water molecule found bridging between
AspCAT and HisCAT. As the true protonation states in nitrite-
bound AcNiR have not yet been experimentally demonstrated,
we have also considered alternative protonation states of the
AspCAT and HisCAT pair: only HisCAT protonated, which we
denote as Asp98-Hsp, and only AspCAT protonated, which is
referred to as Asp98p-Hsd, with results provided in the
Supporting Information (SI). The water molecules present in
the crystal structure were retained, and the structures were
subjected to minimization to optimize H-atom positions while
maintaining the heavy atoms fixed to their crystallographic
coordinates. Once minimized, the structures were ready for use
in the QM/MM studies.
In our QM/MM partitioning scheme, the QM region
consists of the three histidine residues coordinating the T2Cu
center (His100, His135, and His306), the NO2
− ligand, the
three critical active site residues, AspCAT, HisCAT, and Ile257,
and any water molecules immediately H-bonded to AspCAT,
HisCAT, and the NO2
− ligand.27 In all of the MSOX
intermediates, in the active site, a water molecule bridges
HisCAT to AspCAT via H-bonding and is the only water residue
considered in the QM region. The residues were truncated at
the neutral Cα−Cβ bond and were capped with H-atoms to
satisfy the valency for QM calculations. Atoms within 4 Å of
the QM region were relaxed during QM/MM geometry
optimizations, while the remaining atoms were frozen. The size
of the unconstrained region was restricted to a small 4 Å
window to allow one or more layers of water or amino acid
residues to be fixed to prevent any large movement of outer
atoms to the vacuum, which would give erroneous results.
QM/MM calculations were performed with the Tcl-based
version of the ChemShell computational chemistry environ-
ment,32,33 using ORCA34 and DL-POLY35 for the density
functional theory and molecular mechanics calculations,
respectively, and the DL-FIND module for geometry
optimizations.36 The electrostatic embedding scheme with
charge shift correction was used to represent the surrounding
MM partial charge distribution. The density functional
B3LYP37,38 with the DFT-D3 dispersion correction39 was
used for QM atoms during geometry optimization, and def2-
SVP basis sets were used for all QM atoms except Cu, which
was treated with the def2-TZVP basis set.40 Further
calculations were performed using the functionals PBE,
PBE0, and B2PLYP for comparison. The CHARMM36 force
field41 was used for the MM region. Thermal and entropic
corrections to the optimized minima were determined in DL-
FIND from numerical vibrational frequency analyses. The
climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method42
implemented in DL-FIND was used to calculate minimum
energy paths between the optimized monodentate top-hat
nitrite-T2Cu(I) and the other observed intermediate (N-
bound, reverse side-on, and side-on) nitrite-T2Cu(I) struc-
tures. To ensure a consistent energy surface, all of the atoms
that were kept flexible in the QM/MM optimization were
optimized while all other atoms were fixed, and the same
functional and basis sets were used as for endpoint
minimizations. The transition states identified by the CI-
NEB calculations in the MSOX-guided reaction pathway were
further optimized using the dimer method43 implemented in
DL-FIND to obtain refined reaction barriers.
3.2. QM/MM Modeling of Reactivity in the Solvated
Environment. For comparison with the crystal reaction, we
have also performed conventional solvated QM/MM simu-
lations which aim to reproduce in vivo conditions. These start
from the first data set in the experimental series, which in this
study is a top-hat NO2
−-bound MSOX structure. In contrast to
the crystal simulations, the solvated system is equilibrated
using classical molecular dynamics and snapshots are taken as
the starting point for QM/MM optimizations. The subsequent
intermediates in the reaction are also located starting from the
initial top-hat NO2
−-bound QM/MM snapshots, to avoid
forcing the system to take an identical reaction path to the
crystal, as this may not be justified in a different environment.
In the solvated system, however, besides the water molecule
that bridges the HisCAT to AspCAT via H-bonding, any water
molecules immediately H-bonded to AspCAT, HisCAT, and the
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NO2
− ligand27 are considered in the QM region. The solvated
QM/MM calculations are otherwise performed in an
analogous way to those in the crystal, and the results compared
to judge the effect of the environment on the mechanism of
nitrite reduction.
The Asp98p-Hsp structure used for crystal simulations was
solvated by padding a 15 Å layer of TIP3P water44 in all three
directions using a pre-equilibrated cubic water box available via
the solvate plugin module within VMD.45 Six chloride
counterions were added after solvating the protein to maintain
the electroneutrality of the simulation models using the
autoionization feature in VMD. Explicit all-atom MD
simulations were performed on these systems using NAMD
2.946 with the CHARMM36 force field. These simulations
employed Langevin dynamics with periodic boundary
conditions at 293 K. Long-range electrostatics were treated
by the Particle Mesh Ewald method. The cutoff for nonbonded
parameters is set at 12 Å with a smooth switching function
turned on from 10 Å. In NPT simulations, the pressure was
maintained with the Langevin piston method. Both the systems
were initially subjected to 5000 steps of conjugate gradient
(CG) minimization to eliminate any unphysical contacts.
Then, the water and ions were equilibrated in an NVT
ensemble, keeping the protein fixed for 1 ns. This was followed
by 5000 steps of CG minimization and 5 ns equilibration
under an NPT ensemble keeping the backbone harmonically
restrained (5 kcal−1 mol−1 Å2) and the coordination spheres of




strained at their crystallographic coordinates. The nonbonding
(charges and van der Waals) parameters used for the T1Cu
and T2Cu sites were the same as used in our previous work.27
The simulation was continued for another 25 ns after removing
backbone restraints but maintaining the constraints for the
T1Cu and T2Cu sites.
Snapshots were taken from the equilibrated MD trajectory
as a starting point for QM/MM optimizations. The MD
trajectory was analyzed, and six different orientations based on
water interaction with NO2
− and AspCAT, and the positions of
HisCAT and Ile257, were chosen. A water shell of 7 Å
surrounding the protein was cut to derive solvated systems for
QM/MM calculations. All residues with any atoms within 7 Å
of the QM region were relaxed during QM/MM geometry
optimizations while the remaining atoms were frozen. QM/
MM energy and gradient evaluations of the solvated system
were performed using the same level of theory as in the crystal
to ensure the resulting structures and mechanisms could be
compared.
Further calculations were prepared for the Asp98-Hsp and
Asp98p-Hsd systems in the same manner for comparison.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Nitrite Binding in Crystalline AcNiR. 4.1.1. Snap-
shot 1: Top-Hat Orientation of NO2
−. The first observed
structure of NO2
− bound to T2Cu is the “top-hat” orientation,
where NO2
− is ligated to T2Cu with the two oxygen atoms
equidistant to T2Cu and a longer Cu−N distance (Figure 3A).
Since the resting state of Cu in the enzyme is assigned to be in
the Cu(II) state, and this was corroborated by our previous
DFT calculations, we first considered the Cu(II) state for
calculations on the top-hat intermediate. The Cu(II) state was
studied for two alternative positions of top-hat NO2
−-bound
structures, as seen in MSOX structures. As described in the
Computational Methods section, the focus of this study is the
Asp98p-Hsp system, although different protonation states of
AspCAT and HisCAT are taken into account where relevant.
Optimization of T2Cu in the Cu(II) oxidation state always
resulted in a bidentate top-hat orientation, independent of the
protonation state of AspCAT and HisCAT or the initial MSOX
structure. Figure 4 shows the MSOX and calculated structures
of NO2
− bound in the bidentate top-hat orientation to oxidized
Cu(II) at the T2Cu site. Further analysis of the geometries
according to the method of ref 47 for different protonation
states of AspCAT and HisCAT is provided in the SI, Table S1.
Since NO2
− could potentially take up a protonc to form
HNO2, a change that would not be visible in the electron
density maps and resulting structures, we also performed a
QM/MM optimization of HNO2 bound to T2Cu(II). This
resulted in the formation of top-hat nitrite-bound NO2
−
geometry along with the transfer of a proton from HNO2 to
the AspCAT (which becomes doubly protonated in the case of
Asp98p). AspCAT would eventually lose its proton to water in
the same water channel or to HisCAT, depending on the nature
of the electrostatic potential of the local microenvironment. A
representative optimized structure of T2Cu(II)-bound HNO2
is given in Figure S1 in the SI.
We also considered whether the top-hat structure could
correspond to NO2
− binding to T2Cu(I). However, all
optimizations of NO2
− starting in the Cu(I) oxidation state
resulted in geometries other than the observed bidentate top-
hat (vide infra). Optimizations of HNO2 in the same oxidation
state also produced structures that did not correspond to the
experimental observations.
4.1.2. Snapshot 2: Side-on Orientation of NO2
−. The
second observed intermediate (ds2) corresponds to a side-on
orientation of NO2
−, where all of the nitrite atoms are near-
equidistant from Cu with Cu−O distances of 1.98 and 2.01 Å
and a Cu−N distance of 2.15 Å (Figure 3B). All T2Cu(II)
state optimizations starting from the side-on geometry
returned to the top-hat state irrespective of the protonation
states of AspCAT and HisCAT, indicating that side-on NO2
−
binding is not favorable in the Cu(II) state (see Table S1).
We next considered the Cu(I) oxidation state. Two probable
scenarios were considered: (i) reduction prior to proton
transfer to NO2
−, representing NO2
− bound to Cu(I) at the
T2Cu site, and (ii) proton transfer followed by reduction,
representing HNO2 bound to Cu(I) at the T2Cu site. QM/
MM geometry optimizations with the HNO2 ligand bound to
Cu(I) yielded geometries of the ligand that are distinctly
different from the experimentally observed ones and hence are
Figure 4. Experimental MSOX data set ds1 (left) with Cu−O
distances of 1.97 and 2.03 Å, and optimized QM/MM (right)
structures showing equivalent orientations of the top-hat NO2
− bound
to Cu(II) at the T2Cu site, with distances in Å.
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not representative of the observed side-on intermediate, and so
are not considered further. Thus, the only remaining possibility
is Cu(I) with NO2
− bound in the active site. Optimization of
Cu(I)−NO2− was evaluated from MSOX-observed side-on
NO2
− as well as from the two alternative top-hat NO2
−-bound
geometries seen in the MSOX structures. In contrast to the
Cu(II) case, and consistent with our previous DFT
calculations,27 we were able to find a side-on NO2
− minimum
on the Cu(I) potential energy surface (Figure 5A). We also
found a second minimum that resembles a top-hat geometry
but in a monodentate binding mode involving one of the
oxygen atoms (Figure 5A). Steepest descent (SD) optimiza-
tions starting from the Cu(II) top-hat structure revealed a
barrierless path to the “monodentate top-hat” minimum on the
Cu(I) surface, suggesting that this orientation is an
intermediate on the path to the side-on orientation. We next
carried out a CI-NEB minimization between the monodentate
top-hat and side-on endpoints, with further refinement of the
transition state using the dimer method. These calculations
indicated that the formation of side-on from top-hat
monodentate geometry occurs via a very small barrier (0.5
kcal/mol), as shown in Figure 5B, suggesting that any top-hat
monodentate structure would be transient and so unlikely to
be captured and observed by crystallography, even in a high-
throughput MSOX series.
The MSOX data series unambiguously identifies the side-on
orientation of NO2
− as an intermediate. However, it should be
noted that the calculated QM/MM Cu(I) potential energy
surface is complex and we identified two further bound
orientations of NO2
− with similar energies: an N-bound
orientation and a “reverse side-on” geometry (where N and O
are in a plane, but N is pointing away from AspCAT, HisCAT,
and Ile257). In other words, in this reverse scenario, NO2
− is
flipped to an orientation opposite to that observed in the
MSOX structure (see Figure S2 for these additional
orientations and Table S2 for energetics and geometrical
parameters defining these intermediates). As these orientations
are not observed experimentally, the MSOX reference data
allows us to rule them out as important intermediates on the
reaction path in the crystal. This is particularly important as
the QM/MM calculations are unable to discriminate
satisfactorily between the competing orientations, with the
energy ordering of each intermediate dependent on the
functional used (for the results of comparable calculations
using PBE, PBE0, and B2PLYP, see Table S3). No substantial
barriers to accessing the other orientations were observed via
CI-NEB calculations (see Figure S3). Calculated entropic
corrections based on a vibrational frequency analysis favor the
side-on orientation over the N-bound and reverse side-on
orientations, but the differences are not sufficiently large to
change the overall order (for details, see Table S4).
Nevertheless, despite these limitations of the DFT methods
used, the calculations are sufficient to unambiguously assign
the side-on snapshot to the Cu(I) oxidation state.
4.2. Nitric Oxide Formation in Crystalline AcNiR.
4.2.1. Snapshot 3: NO Bound to T2Cu. The third structure
observed in the MSOX data is the NO product. The MSOX
structure (ds18 from the series, Figure 3C) reveals a side-on
NO bound to T2Cu consistent with the observation of side-on
NO binding in all CuNiR crystal structures to date. We aimed
to achieve an understanding of how the observed side-on
Cu(I) nitrite intermediate in snapshot 2 is reduced to NO
through QM/MM calculations. Proton transfer to reduced
Cu(I) NO2
− would lead to conversion of NO2
− to NO and
H2O, thereby completing the reductive mechanism. Recent
neutron diffraction studies on the resting state of AcNiR have
indicated the possibility of a deprotonated AspCAT and a
possibility of HisCAT being in either the protonated or
deprotonated state.26 The protonation states of these residues
on NO2
− binding are elusive and require further investigation.
However, two protons are required for the turnover of NO2
−
to NO so we use the common hypothesis that the proton is
transferred from AspCAT to an NO2
− oxygen,23 and the AspCAT
could in turn be protonated by HisCAT or from water in the
water channel. Rather than providing the explicit pathway of
proton transfer necessary for the reduction, we are using
HisCAT as a possible proton donor to AspCAT.
23 The crystal
water that bridges AspCAT and HisCAT via a hydrogen bond
participates in the proton relay from HisCAT to AspCAT. Guided
by the MSOX data, we started with the side-on NO2
−
structure, bound to Cu(I) according to our modeling, and
optimized it after protonation of the nitrite, without altering
the initial protonation states of AspCAT and HisCAT (the system
used is Asp98p-Hsp) (Figure 6). The optimization leads to
barrierless scission of HNO2 to NO and OH, while both
remain coordinated to Cu giving a penta-coordinated geometry
at the T2Cu site. Mulliken charges indicate an NOδ+ and OHδ‑
species. A proton transfer [with a barrier of 8.9 kcal/mol
calculated using the dimer method, refined from the NEB
pathway in the SI, Figure S4] from HisCAT to OH
δ− via AspCAT
and bridging water leads to NO and H2O bound to T2Cu. The
reductive pathway leading to the formation of NO bound to
T2Cu is provided in Figure 6. Reoptimizing the NO-bound
structure after deleting OH−/H2O manually resulted in a Cu−
N−O angle of around 113° resembling the side-on NO
Figure 5. (A) Intermediates with NO2
− bound to reduced Cu(I)
found by QM/MM calculations. Energies in kcal/mol relative to
Cu(I) top-hat monodentate calculated at the B3LYP-D3/def2-
TZVP(Cu):def2-SVP(all):CHARMM level are given in parentheses,
while ΔG values in kcal/mol are provided in square brackets. (B)
Calculated NEB pathway from the monodentate top-hat Cu(I)
geometry to the side-on Cu(I) intermediate.
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orientation observed in MSOX (Figure 7 and Table 1).
Mulliken charge analysis of the nitric oxide product indicates
an electronic configuration of Cu(I)−NO+.
The orientation of NO in the optimized NO-bound
structure obtained via the reduction pathway, however, is
different from the observed MSOX intermediate, see Figure 7.
Again, this likely reflects the complexity of the calculated
potential energy surface, with multiple NO-bound local
minima. For comparison, we have also optimized the reference
MSOX NO-bound structure. The optimized NO structure
resulted in a Cu−N−O angle of 136° compared to 88°
observed in the crystal structure (see Table 1), again
suggesting that the different orientations of NO are too subtle
and close in energy to be discriminated by the DFT methods
used.
For completeness, we also considered reaction paths
beginning from intermediates, which were only observed on
the computational potential energy surface and not by the
experiment and found that similar paths were taken in each
case. For further details, see the SI, page S5.
4.3. Nitrite Reduction in Solvated AcNiR. To ensure
that a representative sample of MD snapshots was investigated
by QM/MM modeling of the T2Cu site, six starting structures
were considered. Four of these are based on differences in
water interactions with NO2
− and AspCAT: (i) no water
interacting at the active site, (ii) water interacting with NO2
−
only, (iii) water interacting with AspCAT, and (iv) water
interacting with both NO2
− and AspCAT. The remaining two
structures, with no water interacting in the active site, were
selected for the position of HisCAT and Ile257: (v) HisCAT H-
bonded to NO2
− and (vi) HisCAT and Ile257 orientations close
to the crystal structure. In all of these snapshots, the water
bridging the AspCAT and HisCAT via H-bond is maintained.
These snapshots were all taken from the last 5 ns of the 25 ns
MD production run and QM/MM optimizations were
performed on them. The results for both oxidation states
were similar to those observed for QM/MM optimizations
using the crystal geometry. In particular, the Cu(II) state for all
of the snapshots always yielded a bidentate top-hat
NO2
−geometry without exception (Figure 8 and Table S5), a
configuration that matches the observed MSOX initial ds1
structure. For the Cu(I) state, we observed a complex
landscape analogous to that seen in the crystal QM/MM
calculations, with multiple orientations of NO2
− bound at the
T2Cu(I) site, all close in energy. The geometric parameters
representing the NO2
− orientation of all of these intermediates
for all of the chosen snapshots are given in Table S5. Snapshot
(i) was then chosen for further investigation and the top-hat
NO2
−-bound Cu(II) state was reduced to the Cu(I) state using
a steepest descent optimizer. Since AcNiR is a homotrimeric
protein with a T2Cu site formed at the interface of adjacent
monomers, there are three independent T2Cu sites (denoted
Figure 6. Pathway to the formation of NO-bound T2Cu from side-on
NO2
− bound to reduced Cu(I) via protonation.
Figure 7. Comparison of experimental and computed NO-bound
structures: (A) MSOX (ball and stick) with QM/MM optimized
structure from crystal NO (MSOX structure) (sticks); (B) MSOX
(ball and stick) with QM/MM crystal structures resulting from the
reduction of NO2
− (stick).
Table 1. Geometric Parameters of NO Intermediates
Obtained from Directly Optimizing NO-Bound MSOX







optimized from NO-bound MSOX
structure
1.82, 2.74 136.19
NO intermediate from crystalline
reaction pathway
1.96, 2.60 112.69
experimental MSOX structure 1.89, 2.22 88.35
aThe system studied is Asp98p-Hsd considering HisCAT as the second
proton transfer.
Figure 8. Representative structure of Cu(II)−NO2− bidentate top-hat
intermediate from the solvated system. The two Cu−O distances, a
(Å) = 2.04 ± 0.01 and b (Å) = 2.40 ± 0.03.
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A, B, and C). Thus, three independent simulations of
reduction were performed on the selected snapshot structure.
The relative energies of the intermediates in all subunits are
provided in Table 2, while absolute energies and geometrical
parameters are provided in Table S6. Figure 9 depicts the
structures and energetics of one of the SD optimized Cu(I)−
NO2
−-bound intermediates, and the rest are provided in Figure
S6 of the SI. The results indicate that N-bound Cu(I)−NO2−
is the thermodynamically most stable structure in all three
T2Cu sites. The three sites, however, reveal energetic
differences in the distribution of the intermediates: in
T2CuA, the side-on and reverse side-on intermediates are
isoenergetic and the N-bound only marginally the most stable
by less than 1 kcal/mol. The results are similar for T2CuB,
albeit the energy differences are greater than those observed
for T2CuA. In T2CuC, however, there is a significant energy
difference (>7 kcal/mol) between the side-on intermediate and
that of the reverse side-on and N-bound intermediates.
Interestingly in this unit, a water molecule is close to the
bound NO2
−, whereas, in the other two, this water molecule is
absent (see Figure S6).
CI-NEB profiles were calculated between the monodentate
top-hat NO2
−-bound intermediate and the others in the same
way as for the crystalline state, and again the barriers to
transition were negligible (see Figure S7). The differences in
pathways and the distribution of intermediates in different
subunits of the same snapshot confirm the shallow nature of
the complex energy landscape of Cu(I)-bound NO2
−
intermediates. These observations further suggest that subtle
differences in the microenvironment can potentially change the
distribution of the intermediates as well as the pathway of their
formation.
The QM/MM optimizations of representative snapshots
from the other protonation states of AspCAT and HisCAT, i.e.,
Asp98p-Hsd and Asp98-Hsp, resulted in a bidentate top-hat
orientation of NO2
− bound to Cu(II) state and a complex
Table 2. Relative Energies (Calculated at B3LYP-D3/def2-
TZVP(Cu):def2-SVP(all):CHARMM) and Geometric
Parameters for the Optimized Cu(I)−NO2− Intermediates
on the Three Subunits (ABC) of the Chosen Snapshot












0.0 −4.3 −5.2 −4.5
chain B ΔE
(kcal/mol)
0.0 −1.6 −4.3 −2.3
chain C ΔE
(kcal/mol)
0.0 −1.2 −8.5 −6.4
aThe relative energies of the intermediates are calculated with respect
to the monodentate top-hat intermediate. Absolute energies are
provided in Table S6.
Figure 9. All of the intermediates observed with NO2
− bound to reduced Cu(I) in one of the T2Cu unit (chain B) in solvated AcNiR. The B3LYP-
D3/def2-TZVP(Cu):def2-SVP(all):CHARMM energies in kcal/mol relative to Cu(I) top-hat monodentate are given in parentheses.
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landscape analogous to that seen for the Asp98p-Hsp system
with multiple orientations of NO2
− bound at the T2Cu(I) site.
The geometric parameters for NO2
− bound to both Cu(II) and
Cu(I) for these protonation states are provided in Table S7.
As in the crystal system, we used AspCAT and HisCAT as the
proton source to protonate NO2
− bound to reduced Cu, to
yield NO. We again also carried out the protonation of NO2
−-
bound Cu(I) in all of the intermediates of the chosen snapshot
(i) without altering the initial protonation states of AspCAT and
HisCAT (the system used is Asp98p-Hsp). This step was
followed by optimization. For the solvated system, the N-
bound intermediate was favored. Interestingly, on protonation,
N-bound intermediates initially formed an N-bound HNO2
intermediate which was poised to accept a second proton from
HisCAT, via the bridging water and AspCAT, to form NO and
water (which remained H-bonded to the nearby AspCAT)
(Figure 10I). Removal of the water after scission of NO2
− by
protonation of N-bound structures (in all three T2Cu sites)
resulted in an obliquely bound NO (Figure 10I). The average
distances and the Cu−N−O angle for all of the units for the
snapshot studied were: Cu−N: 1.81 Å (±0.02), Cu−O: 2.76 Å
(±0.01), and Cu−N-O: 138.93° (±3.38). Comparison of the
similarly reduced NO from side-on NO2
− starting from the
crystal system reveals that the NO orientation is almost
orthogonal (Figure 10II-a); however, comparing it with the
original MSOX structure, the orientation of NO is in alignment
to it (Figure 10II-b), although the Cu−N−O angle is ∼50°
more oblique relative to the observed angle of 88.35°. The
side-on intermediate on protonation either formed an N-
bound HNO2 structure, as observed in N-bound intermediates,
or side-on HNO2 forming a H-bond with AspCAT, or formed a
dissociated HNO2 in the active site H-bonded to His135. The
reverse side-on intermediates on protonation formed a weakly
bound HNO2 species of the same orientation (with Cu−N and
Cu−O1 distances of the order of ∼2.7 Å) and, rarely, an N-
bound HNO2 structure. The monodentate intermediate either
collapsed into weakly bound reverse side-on HNO2 or did not
correspond to a structure observed in MSOX. All of the
structures of these intermediates are provided in Figure S8.
5. DISCUSSION
MSOX is a powerful tool to observe intermediate structures
evolved during a reduction reaction occurring in one crystal
and provides a wealth of structural information that is
otherwise unavailable via conventional single-structure macro-
molecular X-ray crystallography. MSOX data for AcNiR at
various temperatures (100 K to room temperature) charac-
terized three distinct intermediates along its reaction pathway:
a top-hat-bound NO2
−, a side-on-bound NO2
−, and a side-on
NO that is eventually replaced by water leading back to the
resting state of the enzyme.1,12 Information regarding metal
oxidation states in CuNiRs is not revealed by MSOX but can
be partially assigned (for the T1Cu chromophore) by parallel
in situ spectroscopies.48 However, the protonation states of
titratable residues in the active site or its immediate vicinity are
Figure 10. (I) Formation of NO from NO2
− N-bound to reduced Cu(I) via protonation in the solvated system. (II, a) Overlay of the resultant
NO-bound intermediate with the similarly obtained NO structure from the reductive mechanism in the crystal system; (II, b) overlay of the same
to the MSOX-observed NO structure.
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not determined. In this paper, we have shown how QM/MM
studies can be combined with MSOX structures to model
observed states, to reveal transient and potentially hidden
states, and so obtain a clearer understanding of the reduction
reaction carried out by CuNiRs.
The QM/MM results on the crystal system derived from
MSOX show that the observed top-hat orientation of NO2
− at
the T2Cu site corresponds exclusively to the Cu(II) state
(Figure 4). Furthermore, the possibility that NO2
− is
protonated as it enters the active site and binds to T2Cu(II)
as HNO2 is revealed to be unfeasible by our QM/MM
calculations.
The second MSOX intermediate, the side-on-bound NO2
−,
is ruled out as belonging to the Cu(II) oxidation state as the
optimized structure with this metal oxidation state always
reverted back to a top-hat geometry. This is in apparent
contradiction to recent serial femtosecond rotational crystal-
lography (SF-ROX) and neutron structures of AcNiR, which
indicate the presence of NO2
− in both side-on and top-hat
binding modes in the oxidized state.26 It was suggested that the
flip between top-hat and side-on modes is controlled by
changes to internal pH. It is hard to reconcile this with our
computational results for the MSOX structures, where we
found that Cu(II)-nitrite cannot assume a side-on orientation
with any combination of protonation states of AspCAT and
HisCAT. One possibility is that the orientation is sensitive to
subtle differences between the SF-ROX and MSOX structures.
For comparison in a three-domain CuNiR AspCAT to Asn
mutant, RpNiR, an L-shaped N-bound nitrite orientation that
resembles a distorted side-on orientation was obtained with the
Cu(II) state,47,49 and ordinary dynamicity in the active site
could modulate the nitrite orientation too. Another possibility
is that the protonation states of other residues besides AspCAT
and HisCAT are important in determining the nitrite
orientation, although it is not obvious which other residues
may be responsible.
In the Cu(I) state, side-on-bound NO2
− can be formed, and
so we assign this oxidation state unambiguously to the
observed side-on intermediate. Although the nitrite could in
principle be protonated (as this would not be observable in the
MSOX snapshot), attempts to optimize HNO2 bound to
Cu(I) resulted in structures inconsistent with any MSOX
observations, from which we infer that the nitrite is
unprotonated at this stage. Other orientations of bound nitrite
(N-bound and reverse side-on) are also minima on the QM/
MM energy surface, but as they too do not correspond to
experimental observations, they can similarly be ruled out as
intermediates on the reaction path. Here, the value of MSOX
can be appreciated as it greatly reduces the number of potential
reaction paths that need to be considered on a complex energy
surface. The limitation of DFT methods to discriminate
between the orientations is not overcome by changing the
functional or by applying simple entropic corrections based on
a vibrational frequency analysis (future work will consider
whether more sophisticated free energy calculations, e.g., QM/
MM free energy perturbation methods, may resolve these
discrepancies). Nevertheless, the combination of computa-
tional and experimental data reveals unambiguously both the
orientation and oxidation state of this intermediate.
Protonation of the side-on Cu(I)-bound NO2
− led to the
production of NO and OH, which following the second proton
transfer from the implicated active site residues AspCAT and
HisCAT leads to formation of NO and water coordinated to
T2Cu. Displacement of H2O leads to the formation of the
Scheme 1. Schematic of the Reduction of NO2
− to NO at the T2Cu Site Obtained from QM/MM Calculations in the Crystal
System
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third observed MSOX intermediate, NO bound to T2Cu. The
full reaction mechanism is shown in Scheme 1.
The MSOX NO intermediate is fully side-on; however, the
QM/MM optimized NO-bound structures (both QM/MM
optimization of the NO-bound MSOX structure and NO
obtained via the QM/MM reduction mechanism) illustrated a
range of orientations with the Cu−N−O angle varying
between 110 and 136°, which we denote as “oblique side-
on” (Figure 7). Again we conclude that unambiguously
defining the precise orientation of binding is likely to be
beyond the capabilities of a DFT-based computational
approach, but this does not affect the overall reaction
mechanism.
Once we had established the electronic states of the
intermediates as observed in the crystal state of MSOX data
with QM/MM calculations, we compared with modeled
behavior of the enzyme in its solvated state. The top-hat
orientation again corresponded only to a Cu(II) state, and
hence it can be concluded that the first observed top-hat
orientation is the initial structure of NO2
− bound to T2Cu in
AcNiR irrespective of whether the enzyme is in crystal or in
solution. In the Cu(I) state, the side-on NO2
− orientation is
one among another three observed intermediates. There is,
however, a difference in the distribution of energies of these
intermediates compared to the crystal system. In the solvated
system, the N-bound intermediate is the lowest in energy with
side-on and reverse side-on modes close in energy to it. The N-
bound intermediate on proton transfer yielded an obliquely
bound NO, with a Cu−N−O angle of ∼138.93 ± 3.38°
compared to ∼110° in the crystal system and 88° observed in
the MSOX structure. However, it is not possible to conclude
from this that the N-bound intermediate is the only important
orientation in the solvated reaction path, given the limitations
of DFT to discriminate between the orientations as already
observed in the crystal case. More sophisticated free energy
approaches are therefore required to evaluate the relative
importance of each orientation in the solvated case, which we
will consider in future work. This contrasts with MSOX-guided
QM/MM calculations for the crystal reaction, where we know
unambiguously that the side-on orientation is the intermediate
on the reaction path thanks to the experimental reference data,
and so a more sophisticated QM/MM free energy approach is
not required. Moreover, the fact that the reaction mechanism is
overall very similar for both the crystal and solvated
calculations suggests that the reaction in the crystal protein
is a good model for the behavior of the in vivo enzyme.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The combination of MSOX serial crystallography and QM/
MM modeling provides a detailed insight into the nitrite
reduction mechanism in crystalline AcNiR. Guided by the
MSOX data series, QM/MM calculations unambiguously
assign the Cu(II) oxidation state to the initial top-hat
orientation of nitrite bound to T2Cu, and Cu(I) to the
subsequent side-on orientated structure, in line with previous
DFT calculations on model complexes. The QM/MM
calculations further indicate that the bound species at both
points is NO2
− rather than HNO2. The reaction path to the
third structure in the MSOX data series, featuring bound NO,
has been mapped, with protonation resulting in a barrierless
transition to bound NO and OH, and a further protonation
from HisCAT via AspCAT and a bridging water to form H2O,
which then is lost leaving the bound Cu(I)−NO+ complex.
QM/MM calculations also facilitate the comparison of the
reaction in the crystal with the same process in a solvated
environment. The change in environment does not result in
any differences in the Cu oxidation state, with the top-hat
structure still corresponding to Cu(II) and all other
orientations corresponding to Cu(I). Formation of HNO2 is
also ruled out again during the initial stages of the reaction. A
notable difference in the solvated environment is that the N-
bound nitrite orientation is computed to be the most stable,
although side-on and reverse side-on are also present and close
in energy just as they are in the crystal and should not be ruled
out as intermediates on the reaction path. Regardless of the
nitrite orientation, the overall reaction proceeds in much the
same way as in the crystal, with protonation of nitrite resulting
in an HNO2 ligand that can accept a second proton from the
catalytic residues to form NO and water.
The combination of QM/MM simulation with MSOX
reference data is a powerful means to characterize the reaction
mechanism for the nitrite reduction taking place in a crystal
environment, with QM/MM simulations providing important
additional information that cannot be observed experimentally,
while MSOX snapshots constrain the space of possible reaction
paths, thereby guiding QM/MM simulations from intermedi-
ate to intermediate. We expect this combination to be equally
applicable to other crystal redox systems.
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